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Sulfur-resistant and regenerable Ni/Co spinel-based catalysts for methane dry reforming


Oxide-supported metal catalysts were prepared by thermal impregnation of highly crystalline and highly-faceted starting spinels of the form (M\textsubscript{3+}\textsubscript{i}M\textsubscript{2+}\textsubscript{i}M\textsubscript{0.25}\textsubscript{4}Al\textsubscript{4}O\textsubscript{12}, where M = Ni, Co, or Cu and mixtures thereof. In situ reduction at 900°C extracts the transition metals from the oxide, and the resulting catalysts contain metal crystallites with particle sizes of ~100 nm and exceedingly low dispersion, but show high activity for dry reforming of methane with turnover frequencies as large as 3.9 at 850°C. The Ni\textsubscript{0.75}Cu\textsubscript{0.375}Mg\textsubscript{0.25}Al\textsubscript{4}O\textsubscript{12} catalyst shows stable methane conversion out to 12 hours on stream without performance-degrading coking. For the Ni/Co catalysts, the reforming activity and sulfur tolerance are both functions of the Ni/Co ratio and the synthesis temperature of the starting spinel, with Ni\textsubscript{0.75}Cu\textsubscript{0.375}Mg\textsubscript{0.25}Al\textsubscript{4}O\textsubscript{12} synthesized at 1500°C displaying fast reaction kinetics even in the presence of 20 ppm H\textsubscript{2}S. High reforming activity is attributed to long linear lengths of high-perfection facet edges and corners on the metal crystallites. Sulfur tolerance appears to be improved by a combination of the oxygen storage capacity of the defective spinel support and its faceting that provides additional reaction sites for activation of CO\textsubscript{2}.

A. Introduction

Methane reforming is of great current interest given the broad availability of abundant methane supplies. However, while steam reforming is a commercially attractive process for hydrogen production, a recent study shows that dry reforming of methane remains of high interest for processing CO\textsubscript{2} into useful products, notably syngas, for many commercial processes.

General agreement exists regarding the degradation mechanisms of Ni-based catalysts under dry reforming conditions and for fuel streams that contain sulfur. Although oxidative carbon removal mechanisms have been documented, the details of sulfur tolerance, as well as rational design approaches to link the metal and support chemistries to the poisoning behaviors, remain elusive. High activity Ni and Co spinels have recently been studied for DRM, with the NiAl\textsubscript{4}O\textsubscript{12} spinel support yielding higher catalyst stability than Fe-Co or Ce-Ni-Al supports. Using Raman spectroscopy, the authors attribute the high stability to the formation of only non-deactivating carbon species. Similarly, Nikolla and coworkers found that 1 wt.% Sn partitions to the surface of Ni and strongly improves carbon tolerance by reducing the binding energy of carbon on the undercoordinated surface sites. With respect to sulfur, literature shows that sulfur poisoning of Ni-based catalysts can be largely reversed at temperatures in excess of ~800°C simply by removing the sulfur source. Additions of Co to Ni-based catalysts have been effective in improving sulfur tolerance, and it is clear that approaches to reduce the formation of oxy- and metal-sulfides or to discover new catalysts that function even in the presence of these surface contaminants would have a large impact on dry reforming of especially biofuels.

Most recently, combination of high reactivity metals with oxide supports that facilitate oxygen transport has shown promise. For example, Wang and coworkers synthesized mesoporous Ni-Ce-Al catalysts that showed high DRM activity and good stability, with turnover frequencies (TOFs) reaching 1.2 s\textsuperscript{-1} at 800°C. A clear link between metal dispersion and TOF demonstrated that the mesoporous nature of the support was effective in reducing sintering, while the high oxygen mobility of the Ce\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} promoter improved activation and reduction of CO\textsubscript{2} to reduce coking.

Spinels of the form AB\textsubscript{4}O\textsubscript{4} have been studied for DRM and steam reforming of methanol, and they have been recognized for some time as regenerable by oxidation (see for example reviews). Spinel catalyst supports are typically synthesized using wet chemical methods, yielding nanoscale powders that are later wet impregnated. An alternate approach, one of ‘thermal impregnation,’ involves selective reduction of transition metal cations from the parent oxide leaving the remnant oxide as the catalyst support.

The crystal chemistry of the spinels used in thermal impregnation reactions is relevant to the surface acid/base character, oxide ion transport, and surface adsorption sites. In addition to the chemistry, the spinel structure is defined by the lattice parameter (a), the inversion parameter (i), and the anion parameter (u). Inversion refers to the occupancy of the tetrahedral site (one site per formula unit) by the majority cation B, with i equivalently defined (A\textsubscript{1-i}B\textsubscript{i})(\textsubscript{AB}4\textsubscript{i}O\textsubscript{4}). Inversion has been shown...
to be an equilibrium function of many factors, including temperature, composition, pressure, ionic charge, ionic radii, crystal and ligand field effects, and anion polarization.\(^{13}\)

The anion parameter, \(u\), is defined as the fractional coordinate for \(x=y=z=u\) for the anion. Typical values for the anion parameter are between 0.24 and 0.275. An oxygen parameter \(u = 0.25\) yields a perfectly close-packed oxygen sublattice, with any deviation from 0.25 giving a less closely packed sublattice. As \(u\) increases above 0.25, the tetrahedral site is enlarged at the expense of the octahedral site.\(^{13}\) The anion parameter varies such that the volumes of the tetrahedral and octahedral interstices match the volume of each ion.

Spinel also accommodate some non-stoichiometry. Of relevance to the surface acid/base character, MgAl\(_2\)O\(_4\) dissolves excess MgO and Al\(_2\)O\(_3\), with the total extent of dissolution of MgO lower and requiring higher temperatures; MgO dissolution starts at 1800 °C.\(^{14}\) Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) dissolution is charge compensated by cation vacancies, distributed on both octahedral and tetrahedral sites,\(^{15}\) and possibly by a small number of oxygen vacancies as well.\(^{16}\) Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) dissolution is possible beginning at 700 °C, with MgO2Al\(_2\)O\(_4\) stable at 1600 °C, and MgO4Al\(_2\)O\(_4\) stable at 1800 °C. NiAl\(_2\)O\(_4\) does not dissolve excess NiO, but can dissolve excess Al\(_2\)O\(_3\), though to a lesser degree than MgAl\(_2\)O\(_4\).

After forming the spinel, gas-phase reduction may be used to effect “thermal impregnation,”\(^{17}\) that is, extraction of the reducible cation(s) from the oxide. Our earlier work showed that the reduction reaction for Ni\(_{1-x}\)Mg\(_x\)Al\(_2\)O\(_4\) proceeds by removal of both oxygen and Ni ions from the oxide, and the remnant spinel approaches the γ-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) structure, according to equation 1.\(^{17}\)

In addition, we previously showed \(^{17}\) that the remnant spinel becomes unstable at temperatures in excess of ~1000°C, and transforms to the higher transition aluminas.

\[
Ni_xMg_{1-x}Al_2O_4 \rightarrow xNi + Mg_{(1-x)}(\frac{1}{2})Al_2(\frac{1}{2})O_4
\]

The present paper demonstrates the use of highly crystalline, low surface area and low dispersion Ni/Co spinel catalysts with excellent activity for DRM and good sulfur resistance. We exploit the flexibility of the spinel chemistry to include Mg in the starting spinel to yield a remnant spinel support with chemistry approaching MgAl\(_2\)O\(_4\). In addition, choice of synthesis temperature defines the extent of crystal faceting of the oxide support, which influences the metal crystallization and defines the catalyst performance. The new catalysts can be oxidatively regenerated to completely reverse sulfur poisoning.

**B. Methods**

Catalysts were prepared using solid state methods as reported earlier\(^{17}\) at compositions listed in Table 1 and heat treated from 1200 to 1600°C in air. Pellets were gently crushed to yield large granules suitable for catalyst testing. Off-line reductions were performed under pure H\(_2\) at ambient pressure or at reduced pressure of 300 Torr.

XRD patterns were collected in reflection geometry with a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer using Cu Ka radiation and a position-sensitive Lynxeye detector. The metal content of the reduced spinels was determined using Rietveld analysis for quantification, as reported earlier\(^{17}\), and these values were used in the estimations of turnover frequency (TOF).

\(\text{In-situ}\) neutron powder diffraction was performed at Los Alamos National Laboratory using the High-Pressure-Preferred-Orientation (HIPPO) powder diffractometer\(^{18}\) with the sample heated in the ILL furnace. The ILL furnace was appropriately modified to accommodate a gaseous environment around the sample via a silica glass gas envelope. The gas envelope was pumped and backfilled with H\(_2\), then heated at 5 K/min to the isothermal hold temperature of 950°C. Data sets were collected in increments of 5.2 minutes during heating and upon reaching 950°C, and the sample was held isothermally for 2 hours before cooling to room temperature. Rietveld refinements of the neutron powder diffraction data were performed using GSAS (General Structure Analysis System)\(^{19}\) and its graphical interface EXPGUI\(^{20}\) using the modified von Dreele neutron time-of-flight profile function (GSAS function #1 for neutron time of flight data).\(^{21}\)

Catalyst reforming activity was measured in a fixed-bed reactor at the Technical University of Munich and at Nexcieris, Inc. For the former, the catalyst was conditioned at 900°C before running the reaction. Reaction conditions were as follows: 850°C, 10 bar, with flow of 100 ml/min and feed gas composition of 47.5% CH\(_4\), 47.5% CO\(_2\), 5% N\(_2\). The new catalyst was compared to a reference Pt on ZrO\(_2\) reforming catalyst.

Reactivity, sulfur poisoning and catalyst regeneration were measured using a separate system, using ~0.25g catalyst sample (0.2 mL volume) in a fixed-bed reactor with total flow rate of 200 mL/min. The sample was reduced under hydrogen at 900°C prior to cooling to the reaction temperature of 850°C for isothermal measurements or 650°C for non-isothermal measurements. Reactivity and sulfur poisoning were tested using a gas composition of 32.5% CH\(_4\), 64.5% CO\(_2\), 3.0% N\(_2\) and gas hourly space velocity (GHSV) = 60,000 hr\(^{-1}\) (50,000 ml/h/g catalyst) with or without 20 ppm H\(_2\)S. Catalyst regeneration included switching the fuel stream to air and oxidizing the catalyst for 2 hours, followed by re-reducing at 900°C and continuing the test at 850°C. Samples were cooled in the same gas and oxidized only upon removal from the system at room temperature.

Microscopy was performed using an Hitachi NB5000 FIB-SEM to prepare cross-sections of powder grains, and TEM was performed using an Hitachi HF3300. SEM imaging was performed using a Zeiss Merlin instrument. Metal grain sizes were estimated from SEM images using the line intersection method, with 100 grains measured from several photographs.

**C. Results and Discussion**

**Parent spinel**

Table 1 summarizes the samples prepared and tested, which include varied chemistry of the spinel A site. After synthesis at 1300°C or higher all materials contained four phases, the spinel, two polymorphs of zirconia, and what is likely a trace amount of NiO identified tentatively using one barely-detectable XRD peak. While long heat treatments at 1100 and 1200°C yielded a majority spinel phase, binary oxide impurities remained. The added 2.5 wt. % ZrO\(_2\) crystallizes as a combination of monoclinic and tetragonal zirconia, as shown by small XRD peaks shown in a representative Rietveld refinement shown in Fig. 1. Mg\(^{2+}\) is a well-known stabilizer for ZrO\(_2\), and presumably stabilizes the tetragonal polymorph.

Figure 2 shows the microstructure of Ni\(_{0.5}\)Co\(_{0.5}\)Al\(_2\)O\(_4\) after synthesis at 1300 and 1600°C, providing a qualitative indication that the crystallites grow and develop more faceting as the synthesis temperature increases. The high crystal perfection of samples synthesized at and above 1300°C limits the accuracy of XRD peak broadening analysis but we find that the crystallite size derived from full-pattern Rietveld fitting is 0.34(5) and 0.51(7) μm for
samples heated to 1300 and 1500°C. In addition to changes in the faceting and annealing of defects, we anticipate some changes in the spinel inversion parameter ($i$) to occur with temperature. It is widely accepted that the degree of inversion for NiAl$_2$O$_4$ decreases with increasing temperature as Ni$^{2+}$ cations preferentially shift from the octahedral to the tetrahedral sites.

![Figure 1: Rietveld refinement of the XRD data.](image)

Figure 1: Rietveld refinement of the XRD data.

Figure 2: SEM micrographs of Ni$_{0.75}$Co$_{0.25}$Al$_2$O$_4$ after synthesis at (a) 1300°C and (b) 1600°C.

![Figure 2: SEM micrographs of Ni$_{0.75}$Co$_{0.25}$Al$_2$O$_4$ after synthesis at (a) 1300°C and (b) 1600°C.](image)

Reduction reactions

Upon high temperature reduction to effect thermal impregnation, the zirconia phases remain unchanged and the remnant oxide phase retains the spinel structure for temperatures below 1000°C. In parallel, metal crystallites form primarily on the surfaces of the oxide grains.

Figure 4 shows the microstructures for granular materials after reduction at 750, 850, and 900°C. As highlighted in Fig. 4(a) and (b), the surface microstructure of the spinel phase, with extensive faceting, is unchanged during reduction. Figure 4(b) shows a high magnification image wherein we find facets on the spinel which appear flat and smooth at low magnification in fact contain many small step edges (<10 nm) that become only faintly visible at the highest achievable SEM magnification.

At lower reduction temperatures, Fig. 4(a) and (b), few Ni grains are present and they display roughly spherical symmetry with apparently random locations on the oxide grains. By 850°C (Fig. 4(c)) we find that self-organization of the Ni grains occurs where the Ni grains preferentially nucleate at – or diffuse to – facet step edges. Of particular interest, we note in the bottom right corner of Fig. 4(c) Ni grains formed at all 3 apices of a 111 triangular facet, suggesting that the Ni nucleates at highly undercoordinated sites on the oxide surface. In addition, Figure 4(c) shows that the Ni grains preferentially grow with one elongated axis with approximately square cross-section, and with precise crystallographic registry to the facets on the spinel support. Although we expect the equilibrium crystal shape to be bounded by low-index (111) and (100) facets, as is the case for most FCC metals, the Ni crystallites take on highly anisotropic shapes when reduced from the oxide at 850°C. While the reduction temperature of 850°C is well below the melting temperature of 1455°C, we attribute the non-equilibrium shape primarily to registry of the Ni atomic planes with the spinel crystal structure, as shown later using TEM.

Reduction at 900°C causes notable changes in both the spinel support and the Ni grains. As additional Ni and oxygen are extracted from the spinel, further reduction in unit cell volume occurs, and surface cracks and crevices form along preferred crystallographic directions (Fig. 4(d)).

From Fig. 4, it is also clear that enhanced Ni mobility with increasing temperature causes Ni crystallite growth and the habit of the crystals changes from elongated to equiaxed when the crystals...
are on the free surfaces. The crystallites in Fig. 4(d) lodged in the facet step edges maintain their anisotropic shapes, while those on free surfaces develop towards the equilibrium shape. As shown in Fig. 4(d), the average size of the Ni crystallites is between 50 and 100 nm and each Ni grain appears to be monocristalline without aggregation. Furthermore, the Ni grains have well-developed facets with sharp edges at both the Ni-Ni facet intersections and at the Ni-spinel interfaces. The faceting remains dominated by (111) faces with sharp angles between adjacent faces – often less than 120° – providing a long length of well-ordered undercoordinated sites as well as well-ordered interfaces between the metal and oxide support. Nagaoka and coworkers demonstrated that oxygen transfer at the metal-ZrO\textsubscript{2} interface is critical for oxidative sulfur removal in ZrO\textsubscript{2}-supported Ni catalysts, but little is known about the effects of crystal orientation and local interfacial nanostructures on oxygen transfer. As discussed later, higher crystal perfection and faceting improve sulfur tolerance in the Ni-Co catalysts.

Figure 4: SEM images of Ni\textsubscript{0.75}Mg\textsubscript{0.25}Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} + 2.5 wt.% ZrO\textsubscript{2} after synthesis at 1500°C and reduction under H\textsubscript{2} at (a and b) 750°C; (c) 850°C; and (d) 900°C.

Extraction of oxygen and nickel from the spinel lattice results in a volumetric strain that is relieved by surface cracking as shown in Fig. 4. The present study of microcrystalline spinel catalysts allows careful characterization of the spinel structure and inversion which is not straightforward with nanocrystalline spinel supports. An in-situ neutron powder diffraction study was undertaken in an attempt to quantify any oxygen deficiency in the remnant spinel, to better understand if the defect spinel might accommodate facile oxygen or hydroxyl exchange during reforming. Figure 5 shows a representative Rietveld refinement for one in-situ diffraction pattern during reduction for a sample of composition Ni\textsubscript{0.75}Mg\textsubscript{0.25}Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}. The presence of diffraction peaks from two spinel phases demonstrates that the reaction proceeds via nucleation and growth, without an oxygen-and cation-deficient intermediate form, likely in a core-shell geometry where the external surfaces of grains reduce first, followed by the core.

The behaviors of the lattice parameter and the oxygen positional parameter as a function of time, also shown in Fig. 5, provide new information about the remnant spinel catalyst support. It has been well established that the degree of inversion in NiAl\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} is a function of temperature and composition. During reduction, removal of Ni and oxygen causes contraction of the lattice and redistribution of the Al cations within the crystal. The lattice contraction is expected because the larger Ni\textsuperscript{II} cation is removed, along with oxygen ions. Rietveld refinements of the neutron diffraction data clearly show that the oxygen sublattice remains fully occupied after the reduction reaction, demonstrating that lattice reconstruction during reduction expels oxygen vacancies to the surfaces of the crystallites while Al is redistributed to form the non-stoichiometric remnant spinel. As a consequence, we find not only that surface cracks develop in the spinel support (Fig. 4) but that the surface cracking pattern follows the crystallography. Although diffusion in non-stoichiometric spinels remains a topic of some debate, the surface cracking patterns indicate anisotropic diffusion coefficients. In stoichiometric Mg-Al spinels, diffusion of hydrogen is known to be at least an order of magnitude faster than the diffusion of any other species in the spinel, and self-diffusion of oxygen is the slowest. Therefore, the rate limiting step in the reduction reaction is either diffusion of nickel, oxygen/hydroxyl, or both, assuming that any change in the spinel inversion by Al redistribution is much faster than bulk mass transport.

The oxygen positional parameter (\(u\)) is indicative of the extent of spinel inversion; as the \(u\) value increases above 0.25 the tetrahedral site is enlarged at the expense of the octahedral site. The inset in Fig. 5 shows that the \(u\) parameter decreases with time during reduction, meaning that the inversion decreases as result of removal of the larger Ni\textsuperscript{II} cation from the octahedral sites in the structure.

Figure 5: Rietveld refinement of in-situ neutron powder diffraction pattern of Ni\textsubscript{0.75}Mg\textsubscript{0.25}Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} collected at 900°C under 4% H\textsubscript{2}. LT and HT indicate the low temperature and high temperature spinel phases. Inset shows the refined lattice constant and oxygen ion \(u\)-coordinate with error bars of ±1 standard deviation.

The ZrO\textsubscript{2} phases, which are present as the monoclinic and tetragonal polymorphs, form roughly spherical particles with only subtle faceting as shown in Fig. 4(b). Several facets are present on the otherwise generally spherical crystallites, suggesting that the synthesis temperature (1500°C) is near but somewhat below the crystal roughening temperature for ZrO\textsubscript{2}. Ni grains are present on the ZrO\textsubscript{2} crystals, but perhaps more importantly, Ni grains collect at the interface between the ZrO\textsubscript{2} and spinel. The microstructure therefore presents boundaries of four phases where spinel, zirconia, nickel and the gas phase intersect. As discussed later, it is possible that this complex multi-phase boundary plays a role in activation of the reactants or oxidative removal of sulfur.

Attempts to prepare cross-sections via focused ion beam milling were unsuccessful in maintaining the subtle surface...
features, but were useful to show that the Ni grains nucleate and grow with crystallographic registry to the oxide spinel. As shown in Fig. 6, the orientations of several adjacent Ni grains are identical, demonstrating that the Ni preferentially grows from the oxide with primarily (111) exposed facets, with some (110) and (100) terminations. This behavior is also noted in Fig. 4(d) where parallel alignment of the Ni grains on different facet steps is evident, while both images in Fig. 6 show that the Ni crystallites present a large linear density of (111) faces intersecting (100) faces at 54.7°.

Figure 6 shows the catalyst after testing at 10 bar for 20 hours; comparing the images in Figs. 4 and 6 shows that the microstructure of the catalyst after testing remains similar to that of the fresh catalyst, ignoring the whisker carbon. Powder XRD was used to estimate the Ni crystallite size before and after catalyst testing at 850°C for 20h, and indicated that some Ni crystallite growth occurred. Values of 76(6) and 105(12) nm were obtained from analysis of the Ni XRD peaks from samples before and after catalyst testing, respectively. Ni crystallite sizes measured from SEM images similar to that in Fig. 6(b) provide an estimate of the crystallite size of 119 nm with standard deviation of 44 nm, in reasonable agreement with the XRD result of 105(12) nm.

**Catalytic activity**

Reduction of the catalyst at 900°C followed by 20 hours on stream under 10 bar with 1:1 CH\textsubscript{4}/CO\textsubscript{2} ratio yields the results in Fig. 7. The spinel catalyst conversions for CH\textsubscript{4} and CO\textsubscript{2} initially decrease for ~3h, and then increase gradually throughout the remaining 17 hours. The yields follow a similar trend, and the selectivity towards CH\textsubscript{4} and CO\textsubscript{2} decrease slightly in the initial 200 minutes and remain stable thereafter. Post-situ SEM observation (Fig. 6) shows the presence of whisker-like carbon and additional coking which did not degrade the performance. The carbon was evaluated using Raman spectroscopy, and the presence of both graphitic and disordered carbon was noted (see Fig. 8). The well-known D (disordered carbon, 1357 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) and G (graphitic carbon, 1588 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) bands were detected, where the intensity of the G band was 4.5 times larger than that of the D band. Therefore, the coking yields primarily graphitic carbon but nonetheless both the methane and CO\textsubscript{2} conversions increased with time from 3 to 20 hours on stream, without causing pressure drop across the reactor.

The Ni crystals, which are terminated almost entirely by flat, low-index facets, appear to offer fewer active sites for strong carbon bonding, or at least provide a sufficient density of high-activity sites to maintain the overall high conversions with graphitic carbon present. It is known that carbon is more stable on high-index steps than on flat terraces\textsuperscript{18} and therefore we surmise that carbon forms primarily on the relatively small number of step edges present on the Ni crystals. A small quantity of graphitic carbon may therefore be a primary cause of the initial drop in catalytic activity, with maturation of the catalyst microstructure after a few hours increasing the activity while the graphitic carbon remains present.

The high reactivity of the Ni/spinel catalyst in comparison to Pt/\text{ZrO}\textsubscript{2} suggests that the low-dispersion Ni does not reduce the kinetics of methane activation. It is clear from the microstructures that the Ni grains present highly-ordered and well-defined undercoordinated sites for gas-phase reactions where the facets are flat to within a few nanometers and facet edges and corners are exceedingly sharp with linear lengths of tens of nanometers. Such microstructures are fundamentally different than those of nanoscale (<20 nm) particles formed by wet impregnation. The facet corners are highly undercoordinated and both the facet corners and edges are spatially well-separated from the spinel support, at least in comparison to wet-impregnated catalysts with metal particles of 10 nm or smaller. Furthermore, the large-grained Ni catalysts have large areas of low-index planes exposed to the reaction environment, thus reducing the number density of step edges compared to nanoscale Ni but providing large flat terraces for reaction. It has been established by studies on single crystals that methane decomposition is most rapid on Ni(110), followed by Ni(100) and Ni(111).\textsuperscript{36} Although it is not trivial to quantify the area density of each type of crystallographic facet, additional work is underway to better understand how the large Ni grains facilitate high methane activation kinetics.

**Activation of CO**

Activation of CO\textsubscript{2} is also critical in the reaction kinetics and oxidative carbon removal, and a recent report shows that nanoscale MgAl\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} activates CO\textsubscript{2} via formation of carbonate, bidentate, and formate species.\textsuperscript{37} For the defective spinels with starting chemistry (Ni,Mg)Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}, most of the Ni is removed during the reduction reaction, but the remnant spinel should retain its propensity towards strong CO\textsubscript{2} adsorption because it retains the Mg ions. Furthermore, the defective spinel support, containing a majority of (111) facets and therefore some 40% surface oxygen vacancies, is expected to accommodate enhanced oxygen, OH\textsuperscript{-}, or proton transfer.\textsuperscript{34} Additionally, the ZrO\textsubscript{2} particles allow facile oxygen transport, and likely improve the CO\textsubscript{2} activation and reduction, at least locally, to aid carbon removal.

Catalyst testing in a different reactor at 1 bar and 850°C with 1:1 CO\textsubscript{2}/CH\textsubscript{4} ratio demonstrated high reactivity, but formation of whisker carbon for Ni, Co and Ni/Co containing samples. The Cu/Ni catalyst showed some coking (see Figs. 8 and 9) but no degradation in catalytic activity or drop in flow rate with time out to 12 hours on stream. Kim, Rodriguez and Baker\textsuperscript{20} have shown that carbon
diffusion through the metal catalyst is the rate limiting step for filament carbon growth. As the transport of carbon through the metal particle is slowed, the reaction favors a coating of non-deactivating amorphous carbon, evidenced by the relatively stronger graphitic peak in nickel samples versus nickel-copper alloys.

Additions of Co up to 67% of the total A-site content results in decreased reaction rates with the highest initial methane conversion of 97% for the 1:1 Ni:Co ratio. Table 1 also shows the change in reaction rate with time on stream, where Ni$_{0.375}$Co$_{0.375}$Mg$_{0.25}$Al$_2$O$_4$ improved by nearly 5% with time and Ni$_{0.375}$Co$_{0.375}$Al$_2$O$_4$ degraded by ~5% over the 16 hour duration.

The Ni and Co containing catalysts reach CH$_4$ conversion rates well above 90% for the same conditions, but form excessive whisker carbon. The reduction of the conversion rate by a factor of slightly more than two for the benefit of improved coking behavior represents a dramatic improvement over an earlier report showing that the CH$_4$ conversion for nanoscale CuAl$_2$O$_4$ is 50 times lower than that of NiAl$_2$O$_4$.

To explore further the Ni, Co and Ni/Co catalysts, additional testing was performed with 2:1 CO$_2$:CH$_4$ ratio. The temperature response of the reaction rates is shown in Fig. 10 for two Ni$_{0.25}$Mg$_{0.75}$Al$_2$O$_4$ samples, one processed at 1300°C and one processed at 1500°C. As noted earlier, the catalyst synthesized at higher temperature shows fewer crystalline defects and larger coherent diffracting domain size, with more defined crystal faceting. The temperature shows fewer crystalline defects and larger coherent diffracting domain size, with more defined crystal faceting.

The Ni and Co containing catalysts reach CH$_4$ conversion rates well above 90% for the same conditions, but form excessive whisker carbon. The reduction of the conversion rate by a factor of slightly more than two for the benefit of improved coking behavior represents a dramatic improvement over an earlier report showing that the CH$_4$ conversion for nanoscale CuAl$_2$O$_4$ is 50 times lower than that of NiAl$_2$O$_4$.

Figure 8: Raman spectra for Ni and Cu-based catalysts after 18 and 12 hours on stream, respectively at 1:1 CO$_2$:CH$_4$ ratio.

To explore further the Ni, Co and Ni/Co catalysts, additional testing was performed with 2:1 CO$_2$:CH$_4$ ratio. The temperature response of the reaction rates is shown in Fig. 10 for two Ni$_{0.25}$Mg$_{0.75}$Al$_2$O$_4$ samples, one processed at 1300°C and one processed at 1500°C. As noted earlier, the catalyst synthesized at higher temperature shows fewer crystalline defects and larger coherent diffracting domain size, with more defined crystal faceting. The reaction rates are similar between the two samples, though the higher temperature shows fewer crystalline defects and larger coherent diffracting domain size, with more defined crystal faceting.

The Ni and Co containing catalysts reach CH$_4$ conversion rates well above 90% for the same conditions, but form excessive whisker carbon. The reduction of the conversion rate by a factor of slightly more than two for the benefit of improved coking behavior represents a dramatic improvement over an earlier report showing that the CH$_4$ conversion for nanoscale CuAl$_2$O$_4$ is 50 times lower than that of NiAl$_2$O$_4$.

To explore further the Ni, Co and Ni/Co catalysts, additional testing was performed with 2:1 CO$_2$:CH$_4$ ratio. The temperature response of the reaction rates is shown in Fig. 10 for two Ni$_{0.25}$Mg$_{0.75}$Al$_2$O$_4$ samples, one processed at 1300°C and one processed at 1500°C. As noted earlier, the catalyst synthesized at higher temperature shows fewer crystalline defects and larger coherent diffracting domain size, with more defined crystal faceting. The reaction rates are similar between the two samples, though the higher temperature shows fewer crystalline defects and larger coherent diffracting domain size, with more defined crystal faceting.

The Ni and Co containing catalysts reach CH$_4$ conversion rates well above 90% for the same conditions, but form excessive whisker carbon. The reduction of the conversion rate by a factor of slightly more than two for the benefit of improved coking behavior represents a dramatic improvement over an earlier report showing that the CH$_4$ conversion for nanoscale CuAl$_2$O$_4$ is 50 times lower than that of NiAl$_2$O$_4$.

To explore further the Ni, Co and Ni/Co catalysts, additional testing was performed with 2:1 CO$_2$:CH$_4$ ratio. The temperature response of the reaction rates is shown in Fig. 10 for two Ni$_{0.25}$Mg$_{0.75}$Al$_2$O$_4$ samples, one processed at 1300°C and one processed at 1500°C. As noted earlier, the catalyst synthesized at higher temperature shows fewer crystalline defects and larger coherent diffracting domain size, with more defined crystal faceting. The reaction rates are similar between the two samples, though the higher temperature shows fewer crystalline defects and larger coherent diffracting domain size, with more defined crystal faceting.
The apparent activation energies ($E_a$) for the reaction are similar between the Ni$_{0.75}$Mg$_{0.25}$Al$_2$O$_4$ samples prepared at 1300°C and 1500°C, 32.0 and 32.5 kJ/mol, respectively. These values lie at the low end of the range of values reported for DRM, 29 – 360 kJ/mol. As noted by Akpan and coauthors, the catalyst support has a dramatic effect on $E_a$. It is unlikely that the rate controlling step is altered in these Ni-based catalysts, and that the low $E_a$ result from differences in concentration of reaction intermediates facilitated by the nature of the support.

Regeneration and sulfur tolerance

For temperature excursions below 1000°C, we find that the spinel reduction and reoxidation reactions are completely reversible. In-situ XRD, reported earlier, showed that the initial reduction reaction results in the formation of Ni grains accompanied by a decrease in the spinel unit cell volume. Subsequent re-oxidation reverses the reaction, but includes NiO as the first reaction product, which later reacts with the remnant spinel to recover the initial spinel.

During catalyst regeneration, mechanical and microstructural integrity is paramount for recovering high catalytic activity. In-situ XRD and post-mortem SEM indicate that no changes occur in the phase assemblages or microstructures of the catalysts after redox cycling. Figure 12 shows the in-situ SEM, demonstrating that reoxidation occurs even in the microscope at $pO_2 \approx 10^{-3}$ atm. Most critically, no changes in the parent spinel faceting or grain size were noted at temperatures up to 1200°C, promising high stability in reforming reactions at <900°C.

The addition of H$_2$S to the feed gas at 850°C had a negative effect on the catalytic activity, but highlighted differences among the Ni/Co ratios and sintering temperatures. Figure 13 shows the results for the Ni$_{0.75}$Mg$_{0.25}$Al$_2$O$_4$ catalysts prepared at 1300 and 1500°C, suggesting that higher crystal perfection and faceting improves sulfur tolerance and that CO$_2$ interactions with highly undercoordinated facet edge sites is the likely mechanism improving the oxidative sulfur removal.

Except for Ni$_{0.375}$Co$_{0.375}$Mg$_{0.25}$Al$_2$O$_4$ with 2.5 wt.% ZrO$_2$, all of the catalysts showed decreases in CH$_4$ conversion to below 10% within 10 hours. Ni$_{0.375}$Co$_{0.375}$Mg$_{0.25}$Al$_2$O$_4$ with 2.5 wt.% ZrO$_2$, however, showed lower but stable conversion of ~40% from 8-12 hours under sulfur poisoning conditions. Regeneration of the catalysts dramatically improved the initial performance and in all cases re-set the catalyst to the initial activity level, an example of which is shown in Fig. 14. This result is in contrast to earlier work where regeneration of Al$_2$O$_3$-supported Ni was ineffective for reversing sulfur poisoning when the oxidation was carried out at 700°C. In fact, these authors speculated that NiAl$_2$O$_4$ was formed during the oxidation stage. From their results, it appears that Ni reduction from the spinel was apparently kinetically limited at 700°C, precluding formation of new Ni crystalites and recovery of the catalytic activity.

Regeneration of Ni$_{0.375}$Co$_{0.375}$Mg$_{0.25}$Al$_2$O$_4$ with 2.5 wt.% ZrO$_2$, in contrast, improved the catalytic performance while maintaining the good sulfur resistance. Improved performance via regeneration is likely a result of maturation of the microstructure. The surface cracking that occurs upon reduction (shown schematically in Fig. 14) is unlikely to recover completely during re-oxidation, and formation of additional surface cracking after the second reduction may enhance the surface area and improve the metal dispersion. The data in Fig. 14 show that the initial CH$_4$ conversion of 94% decreased by only 4% over 12 hours under 20 ppm sulfur, pointing to enhanced oxidative sulfur removal.

Few other reports regarding sulfur tolerance in Ni catalysts for dry reforming are available. A recent study on dry reforming of H$_2$S-containing biogas empirically showed that MgO and ZrO$_2$ promoters, as well as additions of Co to the Ni-based catalysts, improved activity for biogas reforming. Furthermore, these authors reported that Co additions to Ni (i.e. 5%Co/15%Ni) improved the sulfur tolerance, though no mechanisms were proposed.

Two factors are identified in the present work as relevant to improved sulfur tolerance: the sintering temperature (or in other words the perfection and faceting of the starting spinel) and the Co content. It is generally known that Co-Ni bimetallic catalysts show high methane reforming activity, and that appropriate additions of Co to Ni can reduce coking of CO oxidation and excessive coking. The former occurs when the oxygen produced by CO$_2$ activation is consumed too slowly by oxidation of...
adsorbed carbon from CH₄ activation, and the latter occurs at high Co loading because of the increased reaction rate.

Little is known about the mechanisms of sulfur removal during the DRM reaction. Quantum mechanical calculations have shown that the energy for H₂S adsorption onto metallic surfaces is slightly higher for Co than for Ni, and hence Co should be more prone to sulfur poisoning. The observation herein of higher sulfur tolerance for the catalyst synthesized at the highest temperature points to improved CO₂ activation on the more highly-faceted spinel support to enhance oxidative sulfur removal. This mechanism parallels that of coking resistance in Ni/ZrO₂, where Nagao a and coworkers showed that the ZrO₂ support facilitates CO₂ activation and the resulting oxygen is exchanged at the metal/ZrO₂ interface to gasify adsorbed carbon species. In the case of Ni/ZrO₂, the variable valence of Zr and facile formation of oxygen vacancies are key to the presence of active oxygen species. For the spinel-supported catalyst of the form (Co₀.₃₇₅Ni₀.₆₂₅Mg₀.₂₅Al₂O₄, some Ni and Co remain in the remnant spinel after the reduction reaction at 900°C and the remnant spinel is highly defective. The point defects created by extraction of most of the Ni/Co/Cu and approximately 18% of the oxygen ions (i.e. ~0.75 oxygen ions out of 4 per formula unit) may facilitate oxygen storage and transfer because the lattice is unlikely to relax to a defect-free state during reduction. The redox reaction of Co³⁺⁻ in the remnant spinel may provide additional oxygen vacancies for storage of active oxygen or it may have some minor influence the surface reconstruction. Recent experimental work on Co₃O₄ spinel shows that the surface polarity on {111} terminations is equilibrated by inversion of Co ions to optimize the Co⁴⁺⁻ charge balance. As discussed earlier, the surface reconstruction and adsorbed species are likely to have a large impact on the reaction kinetics. Experimental and theoretical work shows that the (111) facets of MgAl₂O₄ accommodate ~40% oxygen vacancies and/or facilitate strong dissociative adsorption of water, depending on the conditions. The additional oxygen available at the metal-spinel interface may in turn oxidize surface adsorbed sulfur atoms during operation.

D. Conclusions

Microcrystalline spinel-supported Ni, Ni-Co and Ni-Cu catalysts were successfully prepared at high temperatures to provide highly faceted oxides and the metal was extracted from the oxide by reduction at 900°C. The resulting low-dispersion, microcrystalline catalysts may be considered a midpoint between nanoscale wet-impregnated catalysts and single crystal surfaces. The Ni and Ni-Co catalysts show high reaction kinetics characterized by TOFs reaching 3.9 at 850°C and low activation energies of ~32 kJ/mol with metal particle of ~120 nm. High activity with low dispersion is attributed to the large linear length of highly undercoordinated sites at metal facet edges that act like high-index step edges in nanocrystalline Ni catalysts. Sulfur tolerance was linked to the synthesis temperature and hence crystal perfection and extent of equilibrium crystal faceting. The Ni/Co ratio also had a dramatic impact on sulfur resistance. While additional work is underway to firmly establish the mechanisms of sulfur removal, the results suggest that the defective spinel oxide improves oxygen storage and supply during CO₂ activation, similar to the oxygen ion conductors ZrO₂ and CeO₂. Improved faceting probably also provides more reaction sites on the oxide support for CO₂ activation, and the large area of reconstructed [111] facets may increase oxygen transfer. Oxygen diffusion to the metal facet edges, corners, and step edges is proposed to oxidatively remove sulfur. Regeneration of the catalysts was proven effective to reverse sulfur poisoning, and in one instance, for Ni₀.₃₇₅Co₀.₆₂₅Mg₀.₂₅Al₂O₄, the CH₄ conversions under 20 ppm H₂S decreased by only 4% during 12 hours on stream.
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